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This paper describes the accuracy and limitations of image velo- 
city computational technique based on delay lines. The major com- 
putational e m r s  encountered so far are due to image-area quantiza- 
tion, delay-line mismatches and signal refraction at the image boun- 
dary. 

I. Introduction 

The human capacity to move around without colliding with either 
stationary or moving objects is largely a result of the parallel image 
processing performed by the central nervous systems aided by 
preprocessing performed by the retina. In the future, robots that 
move autonomously will require a similar capacity. 

Image processing in axtificial vision systems is generally per- 
formed using digital-signal processing (DSP) techniques [ 11. To per- 
form an image-velocity computation using DSP technique requires 
that at least one image frame be digitized and stored in a high speed 
RAM first before processing can begin. Additional memory is also 
required to store any intermediate mult  produced. The algorithms 
used are computationally intensive and require the use of high-speed 
real-time processors [2,3]. Thus, using DSP technique usually leads 
to high power dissipation and bulky system integration. 

Altemative analog systems without the particular shortcomings 
associated with DSP systems have been reported recently [4,5]. 
While an analog system in which a processoring element is 
integrated within each pixel does not have as high a pixel density as 
that of a simpler CCD imager, the preprocessing performed by ana- 
log preprocessing can greatly reduce the computational intensity of 
an associated digital post processor. 

In this paper, the accuracy and the limitations of the image- 
velocity computation technique using delay lines as described in [5] 
are discussed. 

11. Delay-line based image-velocity computation 

A set of delay lines running in the positive x-direction is 
represented in Fig. 1. A signal, injected into each delay line at the 
left, propagates on the delay line to the right at a well-controlled 
velocity denoted by V,. If a moving image of area AIM is projected 
onto the set of delay lines, the sum of the time intervals during which 
signals on all lines stay inside the image boundary, Tk, has been 
shown to be [5] 

where is the distance of separation between two adjacent delay 
lines, and V ,  is the x-component of the image velocity VIM. 

If two sets of delay lines are used (one running in the positive x- 
direction and the other, the negative x-dimtion, as shown in Fig. 2). 
the x-component of the image velocity can be computed using 

where T l d  is the sum of the time intervals during which signals on 
all negative xdirection lines stay inside the image boundary. Thus, if 
T I ,  and T l f i  can be measured, image velocity can be computed 
using two sets of delay lines without knowledge of either the orienta- 
tion, the shape, or the area of the image. 

111. Image-area quantization and computational error 

In practice, one important source of computational error result 
from image-ma quantization. Since the pixel density of the imager 
incorporating the image-velocity computation technique is finite, the 
image area as "seen" by the imager is a quantized value of AIM, 
denoted by AIMq. AIM9 is a function of the shape and the orientation 
of the image. For a given shape, the image-area quantization error is 
lowest for the case when the image is oriented in a direction such 
that the number of delay lines covered is minimum. 

If only one set of delay lines is used (as in Fig. 1). the computa- 
tional error of V,, E, ( V,  ), is found to be 

(3) 

Thus, as the image velocity approaches the signal velocity, the 
computational error due to image-area quantization decreases. To 
compute the velocity of a slow moving image, either an imager with 
high pixel density should be used, or the signal velocity should be 
reduced. However, reducing the signal velocity increases the compu- 
tational period. 

When two Sets of delay lines are used (as in Fig. 2), E, ( V, ) is 
given by - 

E, ( V ,  '- - (4) 
11-- 

where AIM~N and A/uq are the quantized image areas "seen" by the 
negative x-direction and positive x-direction delay lines respectively. 
Unlike the case when a single set of delay lines is used, the 
computational e m r  with two sets of delay l i e s  is not a function of 
the absolute value of the image-area quantization. Rather, it is a 
function of the mismatch in quantized image areas "seen" by the two 
sets of the delay lines. 

IV. Light-intensity modulated delay line and signal refraction 

There are several different methods available for the measurement 
of T I ,  and T l ~ .  The simplest one requires different velocities for 
the signals propagating inside and outside the image boundary. For 
such a scheme, a light-intensity modulated delay line can be used in 
place of a simple delay line [5]. 
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If the signal velocity inside and outside the image boundary are 
p I T~ and p I TO respectively, the sum of the delays of all delay l i e s  
running in the positive x-direction. T b .  is 

where 

(10) ; vy=o & v =  

(5) 1-- 

where AT is the total area of the delay lines. 
Using equation (5) and similar expression for T m .  leads to 

Since the delay of an individual delay line can be measured, T h  
and T m  can be known. in which case, V, can be computed using 
equation (6) without knowledge of either the area, orientation or 
shape of the image. However, a problem arises with light-intensity 
modulated delay lines. It is signal refraction at the image boundary 
when Vy f 0 as shown in fig. 3. 

If the angles of incidence are not equal for all signals, as in the 
case of the square image shown in Fig. 3, equation (5) becomes 

where ET is an error term given by 

on the assumption that the angle of refraction 8, is in the range 

Using p = 127.5 pm, AT = 14.44 mm2, AIM = 1 mm2, 
p l TO = 12.75 mls and p I = 25.56 mmls, plots of the 
computational error as functions of Vr / V, and the absolute value of 
V, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. From these two graphs, it is clear that 
the computational error in V, is strongly dependent on Vy I V,. but is 
only weekly dependent on the absolute value of V,. If V,  a P I TI, 
the computational e m r  in V, is approximately equal to 0.5 Vy I V,. 
This fact may be used in practice to correct the computed value of 
v, . 

If two sets of delay lines are used, the computational error due to 
signal refraction is as plotted in Fig. 6. As shown, the computational 
e m r  is less than 5% if both components of the image velocity are 
less than 1d p / s .  AS the image velocity increases, the computa- 
tional error increases. For example, the computational error increases 
to 24% when Vy is lo4 pmls. 

To eliminate the computational error due to signal refraction 
requires a new method of measuring TI, and TlxN which uses a con- 
stant signal velocity. 

V. Computational error due to delay-line mismatches 

450 < e, < 90". 

If signals propagate on different delay lines at different velocities, 
equation (6) becomes 

where denotes only delay lines covered by the image are con- 

sidered in the summation. di is the length of j I h  delay line covered 
by the image during a cycle of computation. .si, is the average delay 
of the delay elements covered by the image on the j lh  delay line. In 
this special case, z1 is the global average of the delays of all ele- 
ments on the imager. 

Close examination of equation (10) shows that the computational 
error of V ,  due to delay-line mismatch is a function of d{ ( & - 'C1 ). 
The higher the value of df, the larger the number of delay elements 
covered by the image. If the process-parameter variation is highly 
random, a larger number of delay elements implies the value of 21, 
is closer to its statistical mean .sl. Thus, an increase in d{ is offset by 
a decrease in ( Ti, - TI ). However, if process-parameter variation is 
highly systematic (which leads to the grouping of delay elements of 
a particular delay into well-defined regions), a delay line with long d; 
might contribute significantly to the computational error. 

= T~~ for all  values of j, equation 
(I 0) reduces to 

A, 

If z0 B zl, V, I p a 1 and 

E,=V, [ 1 - 2 1  

Thus, the percentage error in the computed velocity is equal to the 
percentage mismatch of the average delays of the delay lines. 

VI. Experimental results 

An imager with built-in image-velocity computation capability 
has been implemented using 3p-CMOS technology. The micrograph 
of the imager is shown in Fig. 7. The array size is 30 by 30 pixels 
and the pixel density is 61 pixels/ mm2. A detailed description of the 
imager was reponed elsewhere 161. Only the accuracy of computa- 
tion achieved currently will be described here. 

For cases where the y-component of the image velocity is zero. the 
velocity error as a function of V, / V, is plotted as shown in Fig. 8. 
According to equations (7) and (8). if V y  = 0, the computational error 
due to signal refraction is zero. Thus, the sources of computational 
error are only image-area quantization and delay-line mismatch. 
According to equation (4). the computational error due to image-area 
quantization for these cases varies from 0% to 10%. However, as the 
image velocity approaches the signal velocity, the computational 
accuracy is highly sensitive to delay line mismatch. This fact is 
confirmed by close examination of equations (9) and (10). For values 
of V,  / V,  > 0.7, computational error due to delay-line mismatch 
accounts for greater than 90% of the total computational error. 

For cases where the y-component of the image velocity is 
io4 p / s ,  the velocity error as a function of V, / V,  is plotted as 
shown in Fig. 9. The computational error for these cases is 
significantly increased due to signal refraction at the image boun- 
dary. The theoretical lower bounds plotted in the same figure are cal- 
culated using infinite pixel density. Error correction based on the fact 
that the computational error is approximately 0.5 Vy I V ,  if 
V,, V ,  a V,, was performed and the resulting error is also plotted in 
Fig. 9. 

From the plots shown in Figs. 8 and 9, we may conclude that (i) 
computational error due to image-area quantization is limited to less 
than 10% if V, I V,  > 0.4, (ii) computational e m r  due to delay line 
mismatch becomes significant if V ,  I V,  > 0.7, and (iii) if V, = Vy 
computational error is dominantly due to signal refraction at the 
image boundary. To lower the computational error for cases when 
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Vr f 0, the pixel density must be increased significantly so that the 
range of V, can be extended below 0.4 V,  without increasing the 
quantization e m r  significantly. 

VU. Conclusions \ 
The accuracy of image-velocity computation using delay lines is 

described. Three major sources of computational e m r  are identified, 
namely, image-area quantization, signal refraction and delay-line \ I 
mismatch. Computational ems obtained experimentally are found 
to be generally less than 10% if the y-component of the image velo- 
city is zero. However, if Vr = V,, computational e m r  due to signal 
refraction becomes quite large. * I 
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Appendix A: The derivation of equation (1) 
Consider the case of a moving elliptical image projected onto the 

x-direction delay lines shown in Fig. A.l. The area of the image is 
h. The frame of reference is the image itself. A signal Propagating 
on the, j" delay line stays inside the image boundary for a length of 
time 4 ,  which is given by . 

< a delay line 

Fig. 2: Using two sets of delay lines in image-velocity compuh- 
tion. 

di p S I N  8 
; Vx <Vs (A.l) 

dt 
ti = (vy2+(Vs-vx)Z)* - P ( V s - V x )  

where 8 is the angle between the resulting signal velocity and the y- 
axis, and d! is the length of the part of j f h  delay line inside the image 
boundary. The sum of all possible values of t i ,  which is denoted by 
T I r ,  is given by )= ( d j  p S I N  0 )  

where the summation sign indicates that the only signals considered 
are that propagate on delay limes that intersect the image boundary. If 
p is small enough, ( d{ p SIN 8 ) =AIM. thus 

(A.3) 
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Fig. 3: Signal refractions at the image boundary. 
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Fig. 1: Using one set of delay lines in image-velocity computation. 
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Fig. 4: The velocity error versus Vy / V,. The value of V, varies 
from 1 ~ m / s  to ~dpm/s. 
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Fig. 5: The velocity error as a function of V,, for values of V, / V,  
ranging from 0.01 to 2. 
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Fig. 6: The error in velocity obtained using equation (6) and the 
similar equation for Vy. 

Fig. 7: The micrograph of the image-velocity computing imager. 

Fig. 8: The computational error in V, when V y  = 0 
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Fig. A.l: A moving elliptical image is projected onto the delay 
lines. The frame of reference is the image itself. 
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